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The Rouyn-Noranda district office of Noranda Mining and 

Exploration Inc. completed near 35km's of geophysical coverage 

on the Duff Project in the Porcupine Mining Division. The 

geophysical methods applied on the 1995 cut lines includes the 

following; Total Field Magnetic and Horizontal loop 

Electromagnetic surveys.

The objective of the 1995 program is an attempt to 

delineate any possible significant traces of base metal deposits 

in the structurally attractive area.

The till averaging greater than 100ft ( proven by past 

drilling in the area and further substantiated by geophysical 

results ) obstructed the HLEM penetration when attempting to map 

bedrock response. Therefore a more sophisticated deep 

penetrating method is commendable to further evaluate the 

property.
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Ir* t ion

The Rouyn-Noranda district office of Noranda Mining 6 
Exploration Inc. under an agreement with Cross Lake Minerals 
Inc. has undertaken the exploration process on the Duff 
Project. The two claim property ( roughly 20 x 16 hectares ) 
is in Duff Township, Porcupine Mining Division, approximately 
15 air miles SW of Cochrane, Ontario. The favorable geological 
setting in conjunction with prominent aero EM anomalies has 
inspired the exploration work in hope of delineating any possible 
significant traces of base metal deposits.

The property has received near 35km 1 s of coverage which 
includes the following; line cutting. Total Field Magnetic fi. 
Horizontal Loop Electromagnetic surveys. M.C. Exploration 
Services of Porcupine, Ontario performed the work during the 
months of February and March, 1995.

ALGOMA, SUDBURY - TIMISKAMING
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The two claim property is registered to Cross Lake Minerals 
Inc. and covers near 20x16 hectares in Duff Township, Porcupine 
Mining Division.

The northeast portion of Duff Township has received 
considerable attention over the years from various exploration 
companies and prospectors. Much of this has been fostered by 
ease of access and natural attractiveness to the area. Several 
airborne surveys detected a train of aeroanomalies which trace a 
graphite sulphide zone in tuffs. Much of this past work was 
never recorded and thus is undocumented. The appeal of the area 
is enhanced by strong magnetic contours over the northern segment 
due mainly to an underlying basic intrusive and also by the 
complete lack of rock exposure.

During the 1960 's the general area was heavily prospected 
due to the impetus of the Texas Gulf discovery in Kidd Township. 
Prior to 1972 the exploration work that has been done and the 
records that are available are listed as follows;
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Work History continued.

On this specific ground two holes were documented both in 
the decade of the I960*s. In 1967 Inco drilled a 1271* hole due 
west below an unnamed lake ( east of crawfish lake ) on what was 
then claim P-90714. This significant hole intersected peridotite 
and metagabbro and graphite with tuff. Croroarty Exploration Ltd. 
drilled a single hole in the NW corner of the claims in 1965 that 
encountered acid to basic tuffs with graphite and pyrite after 
doing VEM and ground magnetometer surveys on an airborne anomaly.

After 1972 ( 1977-78 ) Arnoco Canada drilled three holes 
within a short distance of the Cromarty hole which disclosed an 
average 200' of overburden above a thick sequence of graphitic 
sediment with some interlayered argillite and greywacke with 
sufficient pyrite to fortify the continuous conductor.

In the general area exploration work followed by drilling 
was done by Noranda and Shell Oil Co.

n ^ft*0*fS3LI A**^SStt -i"*1^ l ^ ^\JSS.
i JSotr\\ B4c^^^H4^ml*s*^i-—~ rtrrr'j— -AH! ^^-.T'.i-wc: j—
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Acer*

The claims are within the northeast quarter of Duff Twp. 
and exact locations are facilitated by several lakes within and 
close to the boundaries. The claims are 15 air miles south of 
Cochrane and local lakes are suitable for landing by float 
equipped aircraft. The claims are also accessed by good gravel 
roads. The Dunn Lake road 8km west of Cochrane on highway 11 is 
accessible in summer by truck and winter by snow machine. The 
claims are 20km*s south on the road from its northern terminus 
at highway 11.

XTSL l Geo J.

A chronological or lithological sequence cannot be 
presented for the area as interpretation is based on scattered 
drill holes.

With the geophysical grid presented by the HLEM ( maxmin ) 
data a graphitic tuff horizon of considerable thickness and 
extent can be traced along the trend labeled anomaly A 6 A . It 
extends well beyond the property to the south and east. A 
similar environment exists along B and B and is reaffirmed by 
the groundwork and resulting drill hole executed by Noranda 
Explorations beyond the confines of the present survey on 
original claim 353637 in 1973.

Anomaly G, H and D reflect the graphitic horizon and 
graphitic tuff found in the Inco hole of 1967. The gradual 
heightening of magnetic intensity to the NE is enhanced 
by the preponderance of ultrabasic rocks < peridotite ) 
intersected in the hole. The rock underlying anomaly C is 
unknown and is in an area of lesser magnetic intensity. 
Anomaly E and F lie along a proposed arcuate fault which 
cuts anomalies B and G.

It can only be conjectured that E and F may have a 
prominent wall along one side of a postulated fault such 
that a rock ridge on one side produces such contrast that 
an anomaly is inferred ( or induced ).
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In January 95, crews located the start point of the grid on 
the roost southerly lake on claim 1193104. The baseline was cut 
with an azimuth of NSS0 ! for a length of 1500 meters. There are 
several lines turned 90 degrees from the baseline and several 
lines running parallel to the baseline. All lines have been 
picketed at 25m intervals and are extended to the presumable 
boundaries of the claims ( refer to Figure 4 ).

/

/
/

1995 SELECTED GRID 

1 : 15.000 

(METRIC)
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Geophysical Agenda continued,

The Total Field Magnetic ( TFM ) survey was accomplished 
on February 13, 14 and 16, 95. All lines were read with a 12.5m 
interval tallying 2797 stations ( 34. 7km' s ) measuring the 
magnetic susceptibility. The total leveled data ranges from 
56813 to 60428nT's and has a mean of 58187nT. The type of 
equipment used for the TFM survey are the GSM-19 ( GEM systems 
Inc, Overhauser Magnetometer ) in conjunction with the PPM-400 
( EDA Instruments ) base station. The diurnal corrections were 
made using a 30 second interval monitoring the drift at location 
200W\ 250S with a reference field of 58822nT. Plan 2 plots all 
stations read and was contoured at a 50nT interval .

The Horizontal Loop Electromagnetic ( HLEM ) survey was 
completed from Feb. 25 to March 5, 1995. The HLEM survey also 
read all lines but used a 25m interval to evaluate 1234 stations. 
The 1234 stations achieved 30. 325km 1 s of coverage eliminating the 
additional 200m spread needed for it's configuration ( plot point 
is in middle of coil spacing ) . The requested HLEM survey used 
a 200m coil spacing and read both inphase S out phase elements on 
the following frequencies; 440, 1760 and 3520Hz. Plan's 3, 4 
and 5 illustrates the three selected frequencies chosen by NMX. 
All of the elements are profiled at 1011^20!*; where N and W ( grid 
N and Grid W ) represent positive. The statistics for the three 
frequencies are as follows;

inphase
to +44%,

1760HZO -40% to +57%, 
3520HZO -55*fc to +65%, -Q.50%

outphase
-35% to +14%, Q.6%
-84% to  ^25%, -26%
-93% to *15ifc, -64%

The contrast between 1760 
is problematical .

3520Hz mean inphase response

summary of ascribed HLEM anomalies

1
2
3

440HZ 
1760HZ 
3520HZ

l -
l -

l -

l -

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

- 3,
- 3,
- 3,
- 3,
- 3,
- 3,
- 3,

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

- A *Amoco Holes
- B *Noranda Hole

unknown 
*Inco Hole
fault from aerial photographs 
fault from aerial photographs

- H Inco Hole

= indicates conclusion based upon
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TIMMINS AREA
DUFFTOWNSHIP

DUFF PROJECT

OOV GSC te-o*i*p-v*c KM tilt C 
I9K* Co*y TH o" Utt- V 
COnm VMMdnO^no

f?

GEOTEM* Peak Response Symbols

Magnetit Contours

l u. .a. t i c* n.M a. q ri e "b. j-c:

The configuration of the given intensity of magnetic contour indicates the general susceptibility of measured 
quantity; in this case the underlying rocks. With contours of high intensity, underlying peridotites, gabbros and ferro- 
magnesium rich ( basic ) flows are suspected. In the subject area three distinct prongs of higher aberrations extend 
southwesterly parallel to the N33 T picket lines. Notably, these occur along line 600W, 200W and 0+00, plus line 800E. A circular cluster of contours of equal magnitude to the 
above ( averaging above 58500nT ) occurs south of the unnamed lake centralized at 200E/ 300N diffused grid north with broad contour intervals. A lone drill hole by Inco in this anomaly disclosed 1000 f of nearly continuous peridotite with some 
interlayered pyroxenite. Similar results can be speculated upon for the three aforementioned prongs of high magnetism. This is a distinctly different environment from that which is of lower magnetic intensity that contains the lengthy sinuous HEM conductors that consists of tuff, some argillite, and 
varying quantities of graphite with minor sulfides. A junction of the two phases are found in the Inco hole with large amounts of ultrabasic rock which bottomed by nearly 100* of tuff with sporadic graphite which is responsible for HEM anomaly G.
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HH.EM EV.SI. ion

The HLEM interpretations are referenced with Plans 3, 4 and 
5 and anomalies are classified in alphabetical order.

Anomaly A ; This anomaly has been completely covered on the 
most westerly line 900N but is obscured grid west on 
the remaining lines ( approximately 300m 1 s of strike 
delineated ) . The interpreted depth to the top of 
the conductor is 34m* s with a conductivity thickness 
( CT ) of 14 mho's at 900N/ 1270W. This similar 
trend is seen on 1760 and 3520Hz also, with an 
interpreted depth of 40m' s and CT of 28mho's at 900N/ 
1275W. Anomaly A* has been delineated 500m' s and 
is obscured grid W on line 400N. This anomaly shows 
an average depth of 240' along it's strike length 
with a CT averaging from 9 to llmho's. The 1760Hz 
and 3520Hz frequency shows improvement in conductivity 
nearer to surface by the decrease in outphase 
amplitude. Anomaly A and A' is inferred to be the 
same tuffaceous horizon.

Anomaly B ; Anomaly B is successfully delineated for 800m' s
on all three frequencies and shows an average depth of 
190* except on line SOON. All gathered information 
suggests that B undertakes a tight fold in this 
proximity. The interpreted width and cross-over 
amplitudes infer that B undertakes an upright tilt 
near line 1000N while most other lines suggest a minor 
westerly dip ( grid west ). This anomaly also shows 
better conductivity nearer to surface. Anomaly B' is 
only depicted on 1760 and 3520Hz. The axis of this 
anomaly is questionable because coverage is not 
complete ( obscured grid east ) . It is postulated 
that anomaly B is a similar tuffaceous horizon as A.

Anomaly C ; This anomaly is hardly noticeable on 440Hz and
shows a CT of 2.3mho's and depth of 70m 's on 1760Hz 
at 200W/ 825N. The interpretation of C at 400W/ 650N 
shows a prominent CT of 36mho's and depth greater than 
250' on 1760Hz. The 3520Hz frequency inferring a 
prominent CT also is very difficult to interpret 
because of the abundance of widespread aberrations. 
This anomaly occurs within a mag low and is of 
significant importance.
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HLEM Evaluation, continued

Anomaly D ; This trend is traceable for 200m*s on 440Hz and 
500m*s on 1760 6. 3520Hz. The upper Hz is strongly 
influenced by the basic unit along line 800E ( 
inferred by the magnetic survey ) and HLEM anomaly B*. 
This anomaly is also interpreted to be limited at 
depth ( non detectable on 440Hz ) as A S B. At this 
time all gathered information infers that D is 
perhaps a continuation of G S H. The cause of this 
aberration is believed to be a reflection of 
underlying sedimentary rocks with graphitic content. 
This anomaly occurs along west flank ( grid W ) of the 
most easterly high magnetic prong ( basic unit ).

Anomaly E ; This anomaly is really only noticeable on 1760Hz 
6t 3520HZ and has only been traced across line 8 O OK/ 
375N. It can be postulated that this anomaly is a 
continuation of anomaly C horizon. C intersects 
the S limit of the mag high ( basic rocks ) intruding 
from the N along lines 600 S 800W. The cause of this 
response is unclear.

Anomaly F ; This trend runs near true NS for an extent of
roughly 700m*s on both upper Hz and is fragmented on 
440Hz. This unlinear trend seen on 440 is 
problematical. The axis centers along the middle of 
the NS lake and is postulated to reflect a 
displacement in rock ridges along a probable fault. 
This trend appears to happen NS limiting the basic 
rocks intruding from the NE.

Anomaly G ; This 200m long axis plotted on 1760Hz is only 
traceable across BL O/ 225N on 440Hz and goes 
unseen on 3520Hz. This unusual occurrence is likely 
due to all the noise generated in this proximity from 
a conglomeration of colliding anomalous trends. This 
anomaly G is inferred to be the extension of anomaly 
D fc H. Anomaly G' which continues NW on the higher 
1760 Si 3 520HZ is postulated to be a continuation of 
G. There is no aberrational behaviour in the 
magnetic patterns along anomaly G but it is notable to 
observe the low magnetic susceptibility.
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HLEM Evaluation, continued

Anomaly H ; This is presumed to be a delineated segment 
between G and D reflecting the similar graphitic 
horizon. The obscured anomalies at the east limit 
of lines in this proximity strengthens this 
presumption. Again the lack of response on 440Hz 
reflects that this anomaly is limited at depth 
( accordingly evaluating conductive materials ).

J- j

Previous work on this and adjoining properties which prompted original single drill holes has shown features that suggests the area is structurally attractive with major faults and a variety of rock types. Some alteration often associated with ore-bodies has been noted in the few holes that have been drilled. Wisps of sulfides are reported in rocks of all drill holes. The area is generally proximate to producing base 
metal mines, past and present.

The variety of state of the art instruments should be utilized with the aim of deepest possible penetration. Evaluation of results at depth hopefully could lead to deep drilling and subsequently down-hole electromagnetic surveys.

Truly;

R. Daigle,Geophysical Evaluator W. Gilman, Geologist 

M.C. Exploration Services Inc.
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Preliminary Map P.728, Timmins Data Series, Duff Township.

Bright, E.G., and Hunt, D .S.
1972: Duff Twp., District of Cochrane, Ontario Dept. Mines andNorthern Affairs, Prelim. Map P.728, Timmins Data Series,Scale linch z !X4mile. Data compiled 1971.

Supplementary Schematic Sketch

Amoco, Inco, Noranda Drill Holes

CRAWFISH
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SURVEY PROCEDURE

MAGNETICS 

Theory:

The magnetic method is based on measuring alteration in the 

shape and magnitude of the earth's naturally occurring magnetic 

field caused by changes in the magnetization of the rocks in the 

earth.

These changes in magnetization are due mainly to the 

presence of the magnetic minerals, of which the most common is 

magnetite, and to a lesser extent ilmenite, pyrrhotite, and some 

less common minerals.

Magnetic anomalies in the earth's field are caused by 

changes in two types of magnetization: induced and remanent 

(permanent). Induced magnetization is caused by the magnetic 

field being altered and enhanced by increases in the magnetic 

susceptibility of the rocks, which is a function of the 

concentration of the magnetic minerals.

Remanent magnetism is independent of the earth's magnetic 

field, and is the permanent magnetization of the magnetic 

particles (magnetite, etc.) in the rocks. This is created when 

these particles orient themselves parallel to the ambient field 

when cooling. This magnetization may not be in the same 

direction as the present earth's field, due to changes in the 

orientation of the rock or the field.



The moat common method of measuring the total magnetic 

field in ground exploration is with a proton precession 

magnetometer. This device measures the effect of the magnetic 

field on the magnetic dipole of hydrogen protons. This dipole 

is caused by the "spin" of the proton, and in a magnetometer 

these dipoles in a sample of hydrogen-rich fluid are oriented 

parallel to a magnetic field applied by an electric coil 

surrounding the sample. After this magnetic field is removed, 

the dipoles begin to precess (wobble) around their orientation 

under the influence of the ambient earth's magnetic field. The 

frequency of this precession is proportional to the earth's 

magnetic field intensity.

Field Method:

The magnetics data was collected with an EDA PPM 350 proton 

procession magnetometer, which measures the absolute value of 

the earth's magnetic field to an accuracy of * /- l gammas. The 

magnetometer was carried down the survey line by a single 

operator, with the sensor mounted on an aluminum pole to remove 

it from any surface geologic noise. Readings were taken at 

12.5m intervals.

The readings were corrected for changes in the earth's 

total field (diurnal drift) with an EDA PPM 400 base station 

magnetometer, which recorded readings every 30 seconds as the 

survey was being conducted. The data from both magnetometers 

was then dumped with a computer and base corrected values were 

computed.



SURVEY PROCEDURE

MAX-MIN II 

Theory:

The Max-Min II is a frequency domain, horizontal loop 

electromagnetic (HLEM) system, based on measuring the response 

of conductors to a transmitted, time varying electromagnetic 

field.

The transmitted, or primary EM field is a sinusoidally 

varying field at any of five different frequencies. This field 

induces an electromotive force, (emf), or voltage, in any 

conductor through which the field passes. This is defined by:

OE.dls O (the Faraday Induction Principle)
t

where E is the electric field strength in volts/metre (and so 

OE.dl is the emf around a closed loop) and O is the magnetic 

flux through the conductor loop. This emf causes a "secondary" 

current to flow in the conductor in turn generating a secondary 

electromagnetic field.

This changing secondary field induces an emf in the 

receiver coil (by the Farady law) at the same frequency, but 

which differs from the primary field in magnitude and phase. 

The difference in phase (the phase angle) is a function of the 

conductance of the conductor (s), both the target and the 

overburden and host rock.



The magnitude of the secondary is also dependant on the 

conductance, and also on the dimensions, depth, and geometry of 

the target, as well as on the interference from overburden and 

the host rock.

These two parameters (phase angle and magnitude) are 

measured by measuring the strength of the secondary field in two 

components: the real field or that part "in-phase" with the 

primary field; and the imaginary field, or that part in 

"quadrature" or 90 degrees out of phase from the primary field.

The magnitude and phase angle of the response is also a 

function of the frequency of the primary field. A higher 

frequency field generates a stronger response to weaker 

conductors, but a lower frequency tends to pass through weak 

conductors and penetrate to a greater depth. The lower 

frequency also tends to energise the full thickness of a 

conductor, and gives a better measure of its true conductivity- 

thickness product (conductance).

For these reasons two or more frequencies are usually used; 

the lower for penetration and accurate measure of good 

conductors, and the higher frequency for strong response to weak 

conductors.

Distinction between conductive targets, overburden, and 

host rock responses are made by studying the shape of the 

secondary field, and the difference in the frequency responses.



The transmitted primary field also creates an emf in the 

receiver coil, which is much stronger that the secondary, and 

which must be corrected for by the receiver. This is done by 

electronically creating an emf in the receiver, whose magnitude 

is determined by the distance from receiver to transmitter as 

set on the receiver, and whose phase is derived from the 

receiver via an interconnecting wire.

Field Method:

The Max-Min II survey was carried out in the "maximum 

coupled" mode (horizontal co-planar). The transmitter and 

receiver are carried in-line down the survey line separated by a 

constant distance (in this case 200m) with the receiver leading. 

Three transmitter frequencies were used: 440 Hz, 1760 Hz, and 

3520 Hz and readings were taken every 25m. The transmitter and 

receiver are connected by a cable, for phase reference and 

operator communication.



The MaxMin I ground EM Systems are designed for mineral and water explora 
tion and for geoengineering applications. They expand the highly popular MaxMin 
II and III EM System concepts. The frequency range is extended to seven octaves 
from four. The ranges and numbers of coil separations are increased and new 
operating modes are added. The receiver can also be used independently for 
measurements with powerline sources. The advanced spheric and powerline noise 
rejection is further improved, resulting in faster and more accurate surveys, par 
ticularly at larger coil separations. Several receivers may be operated along a single

_ plug in data acquisition computer is available for use with Maxmin I for 
automatic digital data acquisition and processing. The computer specifications i 
in a separate data sheet.
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110. 22O. 440. 860. 1760. 3520. 
7040 and 14O80 Hz. plus 5O/60 Hz 
powcrfcno frequency [receiver only].

MAX 1: Horizontal knp mode [Transmt- 
ter and receiver col planes horizontal 
and ooptaner).

MAX 2: Vertical coplanar loop mode 
[Transmitter and receiver coil planes 
vertical and coplanar].

MAX 3: Vertical coaxial loop mode 
[Transmitter and recewer cod planes 
vertical and coaxial].

MIN 1: Perpendicular loop mode 1 
(Transmitter cot plane horizontal and 
receiver cot plane vertcal).

MIN 2: Perpendicular loop mode 2 
(Transmitter coil plane vertical and 
recen/er col plane horizontal].

12.5. 25. 50. 75. 100. 125. 150. 
200.250.300. k 400 metres [stand 
ard].

10. 20. 40. 60. 80.100.120.160. 
200.24O S 320 metres (selected vMth 
gnd switch nsxfe of receiver).

50.100. 200. 300. 400. 500. 600. 
BOO. 1000. 1200 fc 1600 feet 
[selected with grid switch inside of

bvPhase and quadrature components of 
the secondary magnetic field, in * of 
primary [transmitted) field.

Field amphtude and/or tilt of 50/60 Hz 
powertne field.

Analog direct readouts on edgewise panel 
meters for in-phase. quadrature and t*, 
and for 50/60HZ ampttuda (Addtnnal 
digital readouts when using die OACX for 
which interfacing and controls are provri- 
edfori

Analog in-phase and quadrature scales: 
0 4*. 0 20%. 0 100*. switch 
activatad. Analog tilt scale: 0*75* 
grade. [Digital in-phase and quad. 
0 102.4*J.

Analog in-phase and quadrature 0.05 * 
to 0.5*.anatogtit1* grade. [Oigtal 
in-phase and quadrature 0.1 * J.

 0.05* to   1 * normely. depending 
on frequency, coil separation fe conoV 
tuns.

filcwwi|j:

Surwvy

Tran&micter

Intercom:

Macaiwar
power
suuuly:

Transmitter
powmr
supply:

tMttery

wwght:

MMtght: 

SCMtdurd

Powerhne comb filter, continuous 
spherics noise dipping. autoadjuBtng 
time constant and other filtering.

Receiver signal and referc 
lights to indcate potential t

From surface down to 1 .5 times col 
separation used.

110Hz:220Atm2 1760Hr 160/ton1
220Hz:215Atm' 3520 He 80 Ann'
440 Hz: 21 0 Ann* 7040 Ht 4Qttnt
B8QHz.20Qtw? 14080 HE 20AtnT

Light weight unsheUed 4/2 conductor
teflon cable for maximum temperature 
range and for mnmum fhcoon. Ptoase 
specify cable lengths requred.

Voice communication 
operators MB the refe

ink providad for 
ence cable.

Four standard 9V batteries (O.SAh. 
akatne). Life 30 hrs continuous duty. 
tess in cold weather RechargeablB bet- 
tery and charger opuui

Rechargeable sealed gel type toad aod 
1 2V-1 3Ah batteries [4x6V^61teAh) in 
canvas befc. Optional 12V-8Ahight duty 
belt pack avaiabb.

For 110-120/220-240VAC. 50/60/ 
400 Hz and 12-15VDC suppV oparabon, 
automatic float charge mode, three 
charge status ndcator ighcs. Output
14.4V-1.25A nomraL

-40 to * 60 degrees folauc

8 kg. including the two integral ferrite cor 
ed antennas (9 kg with data acq, 
computer).

1 6 kg with standard 1 2V-1 3Ah battery

14 kg with Ight duty 12V-8Ah peck.

6O kg plus weight of reference cabtos at 
2.8 kg par 100 metres pkjs other aptnnal 
tarns if any.

One spare tr
one spare tre
two spare tr.... ~. .,
imcliiy cords, one spare
batteries.

meter battery pack, 
itter battery charger. 

ratractiB con-

ofcatois subject to change wfctaut noufcaun.

P.O. Box 818. Uxbridge 
Ontario. Canada LOG 1KO

Telephones: 416-64O-6102 
416^52-5875

Fax 416-852-9688
Telex: 06-966625 APEXFftRA UXB 

Cables: APEXRARA TORONTO
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The PPM-350 is the latest addition to EDA's 
OMNIMAC*™ series of magnetometers and 
gradiometers. It is engineered to provide users 
with the latest state-of-the-art advances in 
microprocessor technology, including many 
features that are unique in the field.

Major benefits and features Include:
* Significant increase in productivity
* Lowered survey costs
* Automatic diurnal correction
* Programmable grid coordinates
* Highly reproduceable data
* Ergonomic design
* Simplified fieldwork
* Computer-compatible



ipecifications
ynamic Range
ansitivity
catistical Error Resolution
tandard Memory Capacity
absolute Accuracy

)isplay Resolution 
apture Range

)isplay

Gradient Tolerance 
Sensor

Sensor Cable

Dperating Environmental Range

Power Supply 

•Battery Cartridge Life

•Weight and Dimensions
Instrument Console only 

~ Lead Acid Battery Cartridge 
fc Sensor 

System Complement

18,000 to 93.000 gammas 
±0.02 gamma 
0.01 gamma
1383 data blocks or readings 
± 15 ppm at 230C. 50 ppm over 
the operating temperature range 
0.1 gamma
±259k relative to ambient field 
strength of last stored value 
Custom-designed, ruggedized liquid 
crystal display with an operating 
temperature range from -350C to
*550C
5.000 gammas per meter 
Optimized miniature design. 
Magnetic cleanliness is consistent 
with the specified absolute accuracy 
Remains flexible in temperature 
range: includes low strain connector
-350C to H-550C: Q-100% relative 
humidity; weather-proof 
Non-magnetic rechargeable sealed 
lead acid battery cartridge or belt; 
or. Disposable "C" cell battery car 
tridge or belt
2.000 to 5.000 readings, depending 
upon ambient temperature and 
rate of readings

3.4 kg. 238 x 150 x 250 mm
1.9kg
1.2 kg. 56 mm diameter x 200 mm
Electronics console; sensor
with 3-meter cable; sensor staff;
power supply; harness assembly;
operation manual.

EDA is a pioneer in the development 
of advanced geophysical systems 
and has created many innovations 
that increase field productivity ana 
lower survey costs.

EDA's OMNIMAC series consists of 
the PPM-350 Total Reid Magne 
tometer, PPM-400 Base Station 
Magnetometer, and the PPM-500 
Vertical Gradiometer. Contact us 
now for details.

t ^ - "f.- 1 ,- - ' L -

EDAmstrumentslnc
1 Thornckf ft Park Drive
Toronto. Ontaro
Canada M4H1G9
Tele* 06 25222 EOA TOR
Cable instruments Toronto
M1*42S-7aOO

btUSA
EDAmstrurnentsmc
5151 ward Road
Wheat Ridge. Colorado
USA 80055
We* 00450681OVR
1303)4224112

l - V
l-11
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ADVANCED MAGNFTOMETGK&

GEM Systems Inc.
52 West Beaver Oeek Rd. Unit 14 
Richmond HiD. Ontario 
Canada L4B 1L9

Phone: (905) 764-8006 
Fax: (905) 764 9329

2. INSTRUMENT SPECIFICATIONS

2.1 Mognetometer l Gradiometer
Resolution: 0.01 nT (gamma), magnetic field and gradient. 
Accuracy: O J nT over operating range -
Range: 20.000 to 120.000 nT. automatic tuning requiring initial set-up. 
Gradient Tolerance: Over 10.000 nT/m
Operating interval: 3 second; minimum, faster optional. Reading! initiated from key 

board, external trigger, or carriage return via RS-232-C. 
BipjlOutDul: 6 pin weatherproof connector. RS-232C. and (opriona!' analog

output. 
Power Requirements: 12 V. 20" m\ peal (during polarization'. 30 mA siandbi. 300mA

peal ir.gradiometer modi. 
Po*er Source: Inlerna' 12 V. 1.9 Ah sealed kad-acid bane-* standard others op-

tiona1 A- Exierna' 12V po*e- soj'ce ea' alio be used 
Baner, Charger: Input: 110 220 VAC. 50'60 H7 and o- 12 VDC lop'iona 1

Output: 12V dual level cha-g'ng 
Operating Ranges: Temperature -40 -C lo **0 -C.

Baner) Vohage: 10.0 V minimum to 15V maximum.
Humidity op lo Wo, rebtive. non condensing. 

Storage Temperature: -50t to *65t 
Dimensions: Console: 223 x 69 x 240mm.

Senior staff. 4 x 450mm sections.
Sensor 170x71mmdia
Weight: Console 2.1kg Slat-O 9kg Sensors 1.1kg each

J. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION

3.1 Physlcol Overview
The parts of Ihe GSM-19 rnagnelometer/gradiomeie.- are as follows.

* The sensor fe a dual coil type designed to reduce noise and improve gradient tolerance. The 
coils are electrostatically shielded and conia:n a proton rich liquid in a pyex bottle, which 
also acts as an RF resonator.

* The sensor cable is coaxial, typical!) RG-58X1. up to 100m long
* The staff is made of strong aluminum tubing sections (plastic start optional.. This construct.or 

allows for a selection of sensor elevations above ground during surveys for best prec ision the 
lull staff length should be used. Recommended sensor separation in gradiometer mode is one 
staff section (56cm from sensor axis lo sensor axis), although two o- more section; are 
sometimes used for maximum sensitivity.

* The console conuins all Ihe electronic circuitry, h has a 16 key keyboard, a 4 x 20 character 
alphanumeric display, and sensor and power/input/output connectors. The keyboard also 
terves as an ON-Of f switch.

* The power/input/output connector also serves as RS232C input/output and optional!) a; 
analog output and/or contact closure triggering input

* The keyboard, front panel, and connectors are seated i. e. the instrument can operate under 
 any conditions.

* The charger has 2 levels of charging, full and trickle, twitching automatically from one lo 
another. Input is normally IIOVStyfeOHi Optionally. 12 VDC input can be provided

* The all-metal housing of the console guarantees excellent EM! protection.

agutt g*t*eiodcof  OIUBH tie puronca of tar unbound atpcfcom Sno* coup* irtn proton*.

alr^ron mananc* *m Sne potauoto" efpryyv r. *tt 
fa O*-O.B* f+e ? iff-, o Txxe t*jv9l 'J mt^toa g'&'J'y- pjto-g J**y. far fanoy-s~ r" -- i f -



I, Karren Oilman of Timmins, Ontario 

Certify

1. I am a Graduate of the University of Toronto with a B.Se and 
M.Se degrees in Geological Science.

2. I have been practicing my profession in North and South 
America and Africa for 50 years.

3. I have no direct interest in the property reported upon.

Dated
Timmins, Ontario

Mr. Warren Oilman



I, Richard Daigle of Timmins, Ontario 

Certify

1. Three years of HLEM (max-min) evaluation under the 
supervision of Mr. J. Betz ( 1979 - 1981 ).

2. Five years conducting, evaluating Geophysical surveys 
for Kidd Creek Mines Ltd under supervision of Mr. D. 
Londry (1981 - 1985 ).

3 Six years contracting various geophysical surveys in 
Bathurst, N.B. ( 1986 - 1991 ).

4. Third year as geophysical evaluator for M. C. Exploration 
Services Inc., Timmins Ontario.

6. I have no direct interest in the property reported upon.

Dated

Timmins,Ontario. M^. R. J. Daigle
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Ontario

Northern Development 
and Mines

w* ••^••% ^^^••vavavtiW

After Recording Claim
Mining Act

•l Ir alton coftKlod on Ms form to oMahMd under tha authority of the l
Ms coftKtton should be directed to the Provincial Manager. Mining Land*. M 
Sudbury. Ontario. P3E 6A5. telephone (705) 070-7284.

Instructions: - Please type or print and submit in duplicate. 42Ai4SEoo22 2.16193 DUFF 900
- Rofer tO thO Mining Act and Regulations for reQunouioino vi unity oaooowiNnii m** vi vunsuu um

Rocordor. r\ ) L l Oi
- A separate copy of this form must bo completed for each Work Group. 4*. * f O l j
- Technical reports and maps must accompany this form in duplicate.
- A sketch, showing the claims the work is assigned to. must accompany this form.

dent No.

Address . SUITS.
Telephone No.

0813
MMng DMaton Township/Area M or G Plan No.

G.
From: L , 1 11 i To: V) 11*2!* f 6*. Jf7(T~

f

Work Performed (Check One Work Group Only)

Total Assessment Work Claimed on the
Note: The Minister may reject for assessment work credit all or part of the assessment work submitted if the recorded 

holder cannot verify expenditures claimed in the statement of costs within 30 days of a request for verification.

Persons and Survey Company Who Performed the Work (Give Name and Address of Author of Report)
Name Address

.e. W*.

*. M), ̂ u. M ft A,

(attach a schedule W neceseafy)

Certification of Beneficial Interest * See Note No. 1 on reverse

l certify that at the time the work was performed, the ctalrns covered in this work 
report were recorded hi the current holder's name or held under a beneficial interact 
by the currant recorded holder.

Certification of Work Report

Name and Address of Person Certifying

For Office Use Only
Total VaJue Cr. necorded

l certify that l have a personal knowledge of the facts set forth In this Work report, having performed the work or witnessed same during and/or after 
Ra completion and annexed report Is true.



Details for Hork Report l NEONT95.023 Page l

Hork Reportl 
for Applying 

Reserve

——— ——

———————
——— ——

———————
———————
———————

i —— ———
1

———————
———————

———————

———————
———————
———————

— ————

———————

———————

———————
———————

CI ail Niaber 
(see note 2)

P 1,193,104

P 1,193,105

t ——————

—————— 
——————

i ——————

i. ——————

——————
——————

f ——————

f —————— 
f ——————

f ——————

——————

^ —— ————
i —— ——

2
Total Nuiber 

of Claiis

lof 
Claii
Unitst ——

16i. ——
4i. —— 

^ ——

——

t ——

——

———

t ——

f ——

f ——

t ——

......

i. ———

^ ——

^ ———

j ——

t

'

'

' 

•f

Value of Assesient 
Hork Done 

on this CI ail

14.913.X

l,398.tf |

—————————

—————————

—————————
—————————
—————————

———————————————————

.X—————————

—————————
—————————

—————————
^ ———————————

16,311.4^
Total Value Hork 

Done

Value Applied 
to this Ci ail

12,800.00

3,200.00

—————————

—————————

—————————
—————————
—————————
—————————

—————————
—————————
————————— 

h —————————
—————————
—————————

—————————

i —————————
—————————

-^ ^
.' 

t- —————————
f —————————
—— ——————

—————————
—————————

—————————

| 16,000.00
Total Value 
Hork Applied

,
. 

t

'. .~N
t

\-

h

^

t 

i-

Values Assigned 
f r os this C l ail

180 2, 1,801 jtft —————————
—————————

—————————
——————— —
—————————
—————————

—————————

t —————————

t —————————

i. —————————
i —————————
i. —————————
^ —————————

i —————————
t —————————

t —————————

4 ————————————————

*

[ifcoz. wff.B?
Total Assigned 

Froi

t — . — — — — — — ,
Reserve: Hork to be 

Claiied at 
a Future Date

31ljKf|
——————————————— . -4

————————————— ———

—————————————————

—————————————————

—————————————————

—————————————————

—————————————————

—————————————————

—————————————————

—————————————————

—————————————————

—————————————————

—————————————————

^ —————————————————

, _____ --
^ —————————————————

^ ————————————

i. ————————————

l __ - __
l ———————————— 

^ ———————————

^ ———————————

j —— ————————

^ ———————————

^ ——————————
1t —————————— 

t ——————————

j Hi.jiT
Total Reserve

Credits you are ci ailing in this report lay be cut back. In order to liniiize the adverse affects of such deletions, please indicate froi nhich claiis you wish to priorize the deletion of credits. Please lark (x) one of the following:4—f

l.| j Credits are to be cut back starting with the claiis listed last, working backwards.

2.l j Credits are to be cut back equally over all claiis contained in this report of work•f-*

3. l j Credits are to be cut back as priori zed on the attatched appendix.
t-*

4.|x| Credits are to be cut back starting with the claiis that have reserve credits.
In the event that you have not specified your choice of priority, option one will be iip1e^ifQRCUPftCMININGDMSI IN

M 1995
ill

Note 1: Examples of beneficia] Interest are unrecorded transfers, option payients, leiorandul of agreeients, etc.,with respect to the lining claiis. 
Note 2: If work has been performed on patented or leased land, please coiplete the following:
I certify that the recorded holder had a beneficial interest in (Signature the patented or leased land at the tile the work was perfoned. |

l Date



(S)
Ontario

CM
Northern Development

Mlntottre du 
Dovotoppomont du Nord 
et dee mine*

Statement ot costs 
for Assessment Credit

ttat des coOts aux fins 
du credit devaluation

Mining Act/Lot sur let mines

Transaction NoJN* de transaction

Personal (nformatlon collected on into term to obtained under the authority 
of the Mining Ad. This Information mi be used to maintain a record and 
ongoing status of the mining dabn(a). Questions about this collection should 
be dfreded to the Provincial Manager. MMngs Lands. Ministry of Northern 
Development and Mines. 4th Floor. 150 Cedar Street. Sudbury. Ontario 
P3E 6A5. telephone (705) 670-7264.

Lea renseignements personnels contemn dana to presents formula sont 
recueKs on vertu de to Lot sur tea mines et serviront a tertir a Jour un registre 
des concessions minieres. Adresser toute quesiton sur la collece de ces 
renseignements au chef provincial des terrains miners, ministere du 
Davetoppement du Nord et des Mines. 158. rue Cedar. 4* etage. Sudbury 
(Ontario) P3E 6A5. telephone (705) 670-7264.

1. Direct Costs/CoOts direct*

Type

Wage* 
Salalree

Contractor's 
and Consultant's 
Fee* 
Droftade 
rentrepreneur 
et d* fexperU 
conaea

Svpnfles Used 
Foumtturea 
utlfteee*

firn ntmtnonm 
Location de 
iratMel

Description

Labour 
Main-d'oeuvre
Field Supervision 
Supervision sur to terrain

Type 
L *.-rUfe- HuErt

Type

Type

Amount 
Montam

L ll.f

15140.-

Total Direct Cost* 
Total des coots directs

Totals 
Total global

111.*'

IS**"

U3U-*

2. Indirect Costs/CoOts Indirect* 

** Note: When claiming RehabilHation wot ; Indirect costs are not
assessment'

Pour to remboursement des travaux de rehabilitation, tos 
couts indirects ne sont pas admisstoles en tant que travaux 
devaluation.

Type

Transportation 
Transport

rOOO MW
Lodging
NOUfffneW 91
tafUkAMaAflkdMMl

MCklaHb^lCall aWfeil
f^ekHM^BaWvAtbMa

Mobfflaatton et 
tftmoblBMtlon

Description

Type

2 ; c.

Amount 
Montan!

/*~ j** * i *" •i

Sub Total of Indirect Coe** 
Total partM de* coott Indirect*

Amount Alowabto (not greater OHM 20* of Direct Coste) 
Hontant admtoslbto (h'txctdant pas 20 K das coOts dkeets)
Total Value of Assessment CredH Vatour totato du cntdJI 
(Tetat of OVect and AJowaMt d'tvakiatal 
bMflrad —— — rTaU du ceO* dnek

Totato 
Total global

Note: The recorded hoUer wW be required to verify expendilures claimed hi 
this statement of coste wMtin 30 days of a request tor verification. H 
verification to not made, the Minister may reject for assessment work 
al or part of the assessment work automated.

:Lettulain egtott. i lenuds venter tesdftpei
to present etat des coOts dans tos 30 Jours survant une demande a eel 
effet. Si to verification n'est pas effectuee. to ministre peut rejeter tout 
ou une panto des travaux Devaluation presentee.

Piling Discounts

1. Work filed within two years of completion is claimed at 10046 of 
the above Total Value of Assessment Credit

Remises pour depot

1. Les travaux deposes dans tos deux ara sutvant tour achevement son! 
rambourses a100 * de to vatour totato susmentionnee du a** fevaJuaflon.

2. Work filed three, four or five years after completion is claimed at 
504* of the above Total Value of Assessment Credit See 
calculations below:

Total Value of Aa
x 0.50 -

Certification Verifying Statement of Costs

l hereby certify:
that the amounts shown are as accurate as possMe and these costa 
wera Incurred white conducting assessment work on the lands shown 
on the accompanying Report of Work form.

that a*
(Recorded Hotter. Agent. POaMon bi Company)

to make tfus certification

2. Les travaux deposes troto. ojuatre ou dnq arts apres tour achevement 
sont rembourses a SO H de la vatour totato du credit Devaluation 
susmentionne. Voir tos cateuto d-dessous.

Vatour totato du cradK devaluation

x

Attestation de I'elat des c KHs

J'atteste par la present*:
ojue les montants indiques
depenses ont M engagees
sur les terrains indiques dans la formute de rapport de travaHcHoln*.

. l am authorized D qu'a litre de suisautortse
dans)

eat utBM au sens neuM.
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\VOftK RECORDED ON

OVTUNE OP CONTIGUOUS 
CLMM GROUP



Ontario
Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Ministere du
Developpement du Nord 
et des Mines

September 20, 1995

Geoscience Approvals Office 
933 Ramsey Lake Rd., 6th Floor 
Sudbury, Ontario 
P3E 6B5

Telephone: (705) 670-5853 
Fax: (705) 670-5863

Our File: 2.16193 
Transaction f : W9560.00284

Mining Recorder
Ministry of Northern Development 6 Mines
60 Wilson Avenue, 1st Floor
Timmins, Ontario
P4N 2S7

Dear Mr. White:

RE: APPROVAL OF GEOPHYSICAL ASSESSMENT WORK SUBMITTED ON MINING 
CLAIMS 1193104 i 1193105 IN DUFF TOWNSHIP

An administrative error resulted in this work report not being 
assessed prior to the 90 day deemed approval date. Accordingly, 
as outlined in subsection 6(5) of the Mining Act Regulations, this 
Report of Work is deemed approved as of July 24, 1995.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence please 
contact Steven Beneteau at (705) 670-5855.

Yours sincerely

A .

Ron C. Gashinski
Senior Manager, Mining Lands Section 
Mining and Land Management Branch 
Mines and Minerals Division

cc: Resident Geologist 
Timmins, Ontario

Assessment Files Office 
Sudbury, Ontario



REFERENCES

AREAS WITHDRAWN FROM DISPOSITION

M.R.O. - MINING RIGHTS ONLY 

8.R.O. -SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY 

M.+ 8. - MINING AND SURFACE RIGHTS 

Oworlption OrdarNo. Data Dlapotltlon Pila

SEC 36/BO W 1/80 8/8/80 M -f S

MINIMS B gUBfOCC fflOtll" WlTllOnOWN UNOfcH r.fcC1.0N A*

ur 11 ic MINING •m n B.O IBBB—jnQin w ^xtv MB
ill O.lOBV

REOPENED FEBRUARY 3, 1989 
ORDER NO 0-P 2/89 MR

•U9JICT T

F'2 sueuee* T e ACTIVITY IN

SNOWMOBILE TRAIl 
NOTICE RECE'VFJ *v

Subdivision of this township into lots and concessions was 
annulled May 10,1963

SAND and GRAVEL

(D QUARRY PERMIT

THE INFORMATION THAT 
APPEARS ON THIS MAP 
HAS BEEN COMPILED 
FROM VARIOUS SOURCES, 
AND ACCURACY IS NOT 
GUARANTEED THOSE 
WISHING TO STAKE^ MIN 
ING CLAIMS SHOULD CON 
SULT WITH THE MINING 
RECORDER. MINISTRY OF 
NORTHERN DEVELOP 
MENT AND MINES, FOR AD 
DITIONAL INFORMATION 
ON THE STATUS OF THE 
LANDS SHOWN HEREON

REAUME TP.

(O

o
3 
J

1200935 1200933

— (6 Units)
12009321200990

l m tTl .; o - —

1200929

aaa Taiaai | 
1200992

SE--fr--Tp——-tp——

_ l-il .J.—l — TP~ ~-

' l L- - — —— — J-———!-—--———i———-i 
p IP

1200994

iiaait j paiBBB '

S E CORNER CO-ORDINATES
(Appro* )

LAT 48" 47' 50" 
DEP 81" 04' 28"

TULLY TP.

J.S.H.

LEGEND
HIGHWAY AND ROUTE No 
OTHER ROADS 
TRAILS
SURVEYED LINES

TOWNSHIPS, BASE LINES, ETC
LOTS. MINING CLAIMS, PARCELS, ETC 

UNSURVEYED LINES
LOT LINES -
PARCEL BOUNDARY
MINING CLAIMS ETC - 

RAILWAY AND RIGHT OF WAY f 
UTILITY LINES 
NON PERENNIAL STREAM 
FLOODING OR FLOODING RIGHTS 
SUBDIVISION OR COMPOSITE PLAN 
RESERVATIONS 
ORIGINAL SHORELINE 
MARSH OR MUSKEG 
MINES 
TRAVERSE MONUMENT

X

DISPOSITION OF CROWN LANDS

TYPE OF DOCUMENT SYMBOL

PATENT, SURFACE ft MINING RIGHTS-_.............. 9
" . SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY....——............... 6

, MINING RIGHTS ONLY ___................... O
LEASE, SURFACE 81 M INING RIGHTS——.——....—. B

" .SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY......................... H
" . MINING RIGHTS ONLY.......-..—.............. B

LICENCE OF OCCUPATION .._......—................. T
ORDER IN COUNCIL —.....—........................_. OC
RESERVATION ———..................................... ©
CANCELLED ___—....___ .......—......,.. ®
SAND ft GRAVEL ._......__...........,............... ©
l AND USF PERMIT ._________. ,,.,
MOTE: MININQ MIGHTS IN PARCELS PATENTED PRIOR TO MAY t. 

Ill*, VIST!D IN ORIGINAL PATINTEE IV THE PUBLIC 
LANDS ACT. R .8.0 If TO, CHAP MO. SIC M. SUBSEC 1.

SCALE: 1 INCH ~ 40 CHAINS

FEET
O 10OO 2OOO 4OOO 6000 BOOO

O 200 
METRES

10OO
(1 KM l

2000
(2 KM)

iSSUED
TOWNSHIP

DUFF
M

M.N.R. ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT

COCHRANE
MINING DIVISION

PORCUPINE
LAND TITLES/ REGISTRY DIVISION

COCHRANE
Ministryof Land
Natural Management
Resources Branch

Ontario

Ditt M ARCH, 1985 Niimhtr

G-3234
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PLAN 1

Scale 1:5000 
o—^-^—100____200 300

NORANDA MINING A EXPLORATION Inc.
Picket Line Map

DUFF PROJECT
Duff Twp. NTS: 42-A / NW 

Porcupine Mining Division
M. C. Exploration Services Inc. Mar. 1995.

210
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LEGEND

Total Field Magnetic Readings 

57000 nT Base Subtracted

Contour Intervals
Level 1; 50nT from 56850 to 60350nT 

Level 2; 100nT from 56900 to 60300nT 

Level 3; SOOnT from 57000 to 60000nT

2797 Stations Read, 34.7km 

Data Range; 56813 to 60428nT's

Mean; 58187nT's 

Base Station; 200W\ 250S

INSTRUMENTS

FerraPlus GSM-19 portable unit 

EDA PPM - 400, base station unit

PLAN 2

100
Scale 1:5000

O 100 200 300

2.16183 (meUrs)

NORANDA MINING Se EXPLORATION Inc.
Magnetic Survey

DUFF PROJECT
Duff Twp. NTSI42-A/NW 

____Porcupine Mining Division____
M. C. Exploration Services Inc. Mor. 1995.

42A14SEOQ22 2 16193 DUFF 220
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MAX-MIN HORIZONTAL LOOP LEGEND
1 em. = 25 % 

FREQUENCY 440Hz
IN PHASE ——— 

OUT PHASE "——^

+20S

O J

-205

pOIU SEPARATION, 
200 m.

POSTING IN PHASE
OUT PHASE

PLAN 3

100
Scale 1:5000 

o too____200 300

NORANDA MINING A EXPLORATION Inc.
HLEM Survey
DUFF PROJECT

Duff Twp. NTS: 42-A / NW 
Porcupine Mining Division

M. C. Exploration Services Inc. Mar. 1995.
42A14SE0022 2 16193 DUFF

230



MAX-MIN HORIZONTAL LOOP LEGEND
1 cm ^ 25 %

FREQUENCY 1760Hz
IN PHASE ———

OUT PHASE x——K

-t-25%
COIL SEPARATION. 

200 m.

-2555

POSTING IN PHASE
OUT PHASE

PLAN 4

100
Scale 1:5000 

o 100 200 3002 . s 6:. (maters)

NOR AND A MINING A EXPLORATION Inc.
HLEM Survey
DUPE PROJECT

Duff Twp. NTS: 427A / NW 
Porcupine Mining Division

M. C. Exploration Services Inc. Mar. 1995.

42A14SE0022 2 16193 DUFF 240
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MAX-MIN HORIZONTAL LOOP LEGEND
1 cm. = 25 % 

FREQUENCY 3520Hz
IN PHASE ——— 

OUT 3HASE *——^

pOIL SZPARATIOI^ 
200 m.

-2551

POSTING IN PHASE
OUT PHASE

PLAN 5

too
Scale 1 :5000

O 100 200 300

"g. l'O I (nrwtw*)

NORANDA MINING * EXPLORATION Inc.
HLEM Survey
DUFF PROJECT

Duff Twp. NTS: 427A / NW 
Porcupine Mining Division

M. C. Exploration Services Inc. Mar. 1995.

42A14SE0022 2 16193 DUFF 250


